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Cloud

   



The cloud,
aka "online"You

All your stuff

All your stuff is online





Cloud v0?

● Shared multi-user computing: Multics, Unix, VMS, ...
● Online user communities: Plato, BBS, AOL...
● Large-scale scientific computing:

supercomputers, grids, high-performance
clusters,...

● "Thin clients"
● Utility computing



● High availability, no planned downtime
● Dynamic software on clients and servers
● Store, process and combine user data
● Users expect anytime/anywhere access

Cloud characteristics

inactive

active



The Cloud has many Parties

Ad network

Social sharing

Affiliated sites

Content 
provider

 



Has to work at scale.

● New types of services
● Hundreds of millions of users
● All over the world
● Fast



● Fast software updates
● Use data for defence
● Scale      
● Automate management

New opportunities



● Big target: attractive to sophisticated attackers
● No downtime
● Scale
● Usability

New challenges



1. Authentication
2. Malware
3. Attacks on SSL/network
4. Vulnerabilities in Web Apps
5. Insider attacks/espionage

Threats we see



User authentication is hard!



Passwords have problems



From: Deb Fallows <debfallows@gmail.com> 

Date: Wed, Apr 13, 2011 at 8:45 AM 

Subject: Problem 

To: 
now this might come as a suprise to you,but I made a quick trip to Madrid in Spain and was mugged.My bag,
valuables,credit cards and passport all gone.The embassy has cooperated by issuing a temporary passport.I 
need funds to settle outstanding hotel bills,ticket and other expenses. 

Most common attacks on passwords

● Phishing attacks, keyloggers, server compromise
● Password re-use
● Security Q&A or secondary email

Account hijackings: statistically small, but devastating to user
(tens of thousands per day)



Google Confidential and Proprietary

June 2011
...

Bad actors take advantage of the fact that most people aren’t that tech savvy—hijacking accounts by 
using malware and phishing scams that trick users into sharing their passwords, or by using passwords 
obtained by hacking other websites. Most account hijackings are not very targeted; they are designed to 
steal identities, acquire financial data or send spam. But some attacks are targeted at specific 
individuals.

Through the strength of our cloud-based security and abuse detection systems, we recently uncovered 
a campaign to collect user passwords, likely through phishing. This campaign, which appears to 
originate from Jinan, China, affected what seem to be the personal Gmail accounts of 
hundreds of users including, among others, senior U.S. government 
officials, Chinese political activists, officials in several Asian countries (predominantly South Korea), 
military personnel and journalists.

...

http://www.google.com/support/chrome/bin/answer.py?answer=99020


 Account heuristics

 



Prevent spam from legit accounts



Two Step Authentication

● Integrated two factor authentication system built into Google 
Apps.

● Password+code when signing in from new machine
● SMS or voice call or smartphone app or scratchcodes
● Defends well against password reuse, mildly against 

phishing and malware.



Device-based authorization

● "Bless" logins from personal/trusted devices
● Device can then access your data
● Use smartphone/smartcard as second channel
● Can revoke this delegation if needed
● Privacy-enhanced client certificates to preserve privacy

Grosse, Eric, and Mayank Upadhyay. "Authentication at 
Scale." IEEE Security & Privacy, Jan-Feb 2013.



Challenges

● Usability
● Apps which expect passwords
● Attackers use it too!



Parting thoughts

● Cloud provides new threats and new opportunities for 
security and privacy

● Usability and scale matter
● Experiments with new approach to user authentication



Questions?


